
Transitioning from Novice to Expert

Tim Taylor (TT)



Why Race Gliders?

Improves your cross-county skills and speed

Satisfies competitive nature

Gives you an honest (if not humbling) 
measure of your skills

Opportunity to fly with other pilots

It is fun
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Mastery is a continuum 
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Novice
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Standard Cirrus

First Contest

Region 11

1990

90 hours t.t.

Landed out

first 4 days.

First contest

finish on last

day!



What you need to race

Glider

Instruments and Electronics

Pilot Skills
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Glider
A glider that is capable of completing the task for 

the soaring conditions expected.

 A 35:1 glider will usually meet the needs.

Glider should have a good trailer and be able to 
be rigged by no more than 3 people.

 Should be a glider the pilot is familiar enough 
with to be comfortable landing off-field.
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Instruments and Electronics
 Instruments and equipment needed to race

Audio Variometer

Flight Computer with GPS

Approved Logger

Power FLARM (not required but recommended)
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Pilot Preparation
Experience

Should hold at least a bronze badge with 
silver distance

Time with computer systems enough to 
input a task 

Prefer to have at least several off-field 
landings
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Landout Experience
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Landout Experience
A minimum of three actual landings off-

field (another airport does not count)

In early cross-country flying pilots should 
be landing out at least 1 in 10 cross-
country flights or more

If you are not landing out you are not 
flying hard enough!
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Landout Experience
Pilots without landout experience are 

actually dangerous

Tend to try and stretch glides into 
airports to avoid landing out, often 
passing good fields

They do not have the confidence and 
calmness needed when landing out is 
necessary
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Landout Experience
Without landout experience pilots cannot 

fly faster because they are always worried 
about where is the closest airport and is 
it in reach

During early cross-country flying push 
yourself and landout (your crew needs 
the dinner)
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Landouts are part of the adventure!
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Novice Tactics During Contest

Fly to get around each day

Try to fly with others when possible

Listen and ask questions after each 
day

Start early
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Start Tactics
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Novice Contest Flying

In one week of flying at a regional 
contest you will improve more than a 
whole season of flying at home
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Novice Summary

 Regionals

 Vacaville, CA

 Albert Lea, MN

 Hutchinson, KS

 Uvalde, TX

 Nationals

 Hobbs, NM
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Hiatus 
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Nimbus 2M

As with many; 

job, moves, 

etc. get in the 

way of soaring.

I didn’t quit 

flying, just flew 

mostly alone 

for almost six 

years.



I had moved to 
Logan, Utah.  So I 
worked on my 
skills for 
mountain flying, 
learning about 
ridge, wave and 
western 
thunderstorms 
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Apprentice 
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Ventus b

2005

750 hours t.t.

Flew 461 

hours over the 

next four 

years

First regionals 

win



Preparation
The pilot and glider must be ready to fly 

faster.  This includes having the proper 
experience, attitude, and equipment. 
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Glider
 Instruments and equipment needed to fly faster

Total Energy (TE) Compensated Variometer

Netto Variometer

Flight Computer integrated with airspeed

 Gives wind speed on glide
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Total Energy (TE) Compensated Variometer

TE compensation allows you to 
accurately determine if you are really 
are in lift

This is critical to be able to enter 
thermals from cruise speed
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Netto Variometer
Allows more accurate finding 

thermals at higher cruise speeds

Is critical for selecting only the 
strongest thermals that meet your 
minimums

Better feel for the airmass for 
following energy lines
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Flight Computer

Provides in flight heights to reachable fields

Final glide calculations based on selected 
MacCready settings

Many more advanced functions available 
including flight statistics

Does not need to be expensive
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Flight Computer Functions

 Last Thermal Average
 Speed to Fly (for MC & WL)
 Wind
 True Air Speed
 Ground Speed
 AGL Height
 Current L/D
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Pilot Preparation
Experience

Time in glider

Landouts

Time with computer systems

Attitude
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Time In Glider

To achieve higher speed the pilot must be 
so familiar and comfortable with the 
aircraft that he/she does not have to 
think about flying the glider

Flying should be a subconscious activity 
so that the pilot can spend 90% or more 
of the time on flight tactical planning
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Time With Computer Systems

Enough time both in the cockpit and on 
the ground to be very familiar and 
comfortable with computer systems

Start and Restart Correctly

Handling MAT Tasks in the air

Trying to fly the glider and read the 
software manual doesn’t work in a 
single seat glider!
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Pilot Attitude

Positive attitude

Confidence (but not too much)

Can control emotions

Especially nervousness and fear
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Memorable Quote

“Until I start losing by less than 
1% I will not worry about all the 
last details”  TT around 2008
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Apprentice Level Training
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Fly Early, Fly Late, Fly Often

Start flying early in the day when 
conditions are weaker.  This helps 
improve thermalling skills

Fly late to learn how the day feels as it 
dies.  Learn where the lift is still working 
late in the day.  This will save you on 
many flights
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Fly early, fly late, fly often

Fly five hour or more flights, this helps 
your body get used to flying long flights

Fly often as you can.  This helps reinforce 
the muscle memory for flying.  Flying the 
glider will become second nature so you 
can focus on the tactical aspects of flight
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Fly on the not so good days
If you only fly on the really good days you 

don’t develop those skills needed when 
everything falls apart or you have to cross 
that big blue hole

There is more lift out there than we 
realize, find out where to expect it and 
how to use it

Contests are won on weak days
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Fly with purpose (most of the time)

Set goals for each soaring day

Use imaginary or real tasks when flying

Make the decision on where you are 
going next before you reach the next 
turnpoint

Avoid just hanging out at cloud base with 
no particular place to go
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Fly with purpose (most of the time)

Work on weaknesses

Try things differently than you usually 
do to see if they work

 Learn something new each day

Fly without purpose sometimes to 
maintain balance.  Flying should not 
become a job!
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Apprentice Tactics
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Start Tactics
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Lift is where you find it
 “Remember lift is where and what you find, 

not what you expect!  Be flexible.”
July 15th 1989
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Lift is where you find it
Example from August 10th, 2009; first day 

of Region 9 North Contest

Used mix of ridge and thermal over the 
flight 

Task was Logan – Alpine, WY – Wagner 
Mountain, WY – Sherman Peak, ID to 
Logan
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Lift is where you find it

Rank  ID   Name                   Glider        Rank   Points   Speed   Dist

1    TT Taylor, Tim           Ventus 2A 1     1000    78.93    251.30

2    ZL Leonard, Dave    ASW-27          2      944     74.51     228.45

3    H1 Kuhlke, Lee         Ventus 2Ax 3      919     72.53     244.07

4    GW Koerner, Steve    ASW-27          4      900    71.06      222.87

5    RX   Cumiford, Jim     ASW-27          5      860    67.91      209.34

6    7B Briggs, Paul         ASW-20C 6      718    56.67      169.88
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Turn Low Into the Wind
Go into upwind turnpoints low and 

downwind turnpoints high

If you have the option it is best to drift 
toward the turnpoint with the wind in a 
thermal
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Turn Low Into the Wind
Example from 15 Meter Nationals in 2008 

at Uvalde, Texas

Wind was out of the southwest at about 
15 mph

Last turnpoint was into the wind at 
Cotulla
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Thermalling
To achieve higher speed you must only 

use the strongest thermals

Be selective on which thermals you stop 
for

Netto and excellent TE Compensation are 
critical to minimize wasted time

Only use the best part of the thermal
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Beware of Sharks
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Beware of Shark Fins!
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Thermalling
Only select the strongest thermals, dolphin 

or S-turn through the rest

Set a minimum for the thermal for when to 
leave

 I usually leave when my average climb drops 
one knot below the next thermal I am willing 
to take it is time to leave

While thermalling you are going 
backwards 50% of the time!
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Speed To Fly
One of the most critical factors in flying 

faster
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Was MacCready Wrong?
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Was MacCready Wrong?
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NO!



How to use MacCready STF

Speed To Fly (STF) theory says there is an 
optimum speed to fly to obtain the 
maximum average speed

In the 70’s and 80’s pilots pushed and 
pulled hard to follow the vario

From the 90’s on most pilots still push 
and pull but much smoother.  Focus is on 
working energy lines
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How to use MacCready STF
But I heard “So and So National 

Champion” say he only flies one speed

 If you review ALL the top pilots flights they 
are flying faster in strong conditions and fly 
faster in sink and slower in lift

Most use MacCready STF average speeds 
based on the average thermal strength 
they expect for the next thermal
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Cruise speed is based on 
achieved climb rates.

These are often much 
less than seen on the 
variometer.

One of the most useful 
functions on flight 
computer is the Average 
of the Last Thermal 
function
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Make a Speed to Fly Table
I have one that is laminated and stays 

in my side pocket

Use these speeds for your target 
cruise speed
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Speed To Fly

Water Gallons
MC 0 36 50

0 55 65 69
1 65 77 81
2 73 87 92
3 81 96 101
4 88 105 110
5 95 112 118
6 101 119 126
7 106 126 133
8 112 133 140
9 117 139 146

10 122 145 153

MC is set to 

True Average 

Climbs, not what 

you see on the 

vario for 3 

seconds.

Good function to 

display on your 

flight computer



How to use STF in the real world

STF is based on the average strength 
of the next thermal you are willing to 
take or the last thermal of the day for 
final glide

Use that as the target speed between 
thermals.  Fly faster in sink, slower in 
lift
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How to use STF in the real world
Why not dolphin fly like the 70’s and 

80’s?

Too much loss from all the G’s being 
pulled

Too much wear and tear on the pilots

Often miss reading conditions in all the 
yank and bank
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How to use STF in the real world
Fly the target speed for the next thermal 

you are willing to take

This translates into height band speeds

Full speed at the top of the lift band

Slower as you get lower to extend range to 
find thermals
 John Cochrane has very good technical 

articles on this from an Economist 
perspective
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What about headwinds and tailwinds?
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Only used on final glide or when searching for lift



First Contest Win
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First Contest Win 2005 Air Sailing
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1 3096 Taylor, Tim Ventus B

2 3068 Gager, Jim PW-5

3 2770 Holtz, Russell Vega

4 2622 Peterson, Rolf ASW-20

5 2375 White, Ty ASW-24



Expert 
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Ventus 2a

2009

1211 hours t.t.



Expert
“An expert is a man who has made all 

the mistakes which can be made, in a 
narrow field.”
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Tactics and Skills
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Start Tactics
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Watch the Weather
Use all the weather resources to start to 

predict the weather even if not flying

NOAA, Dr. Jack, XC Skies, etc.

Observe and see if your predictions were 
accurate

Try to predict several days in advance and 
see how you do
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Flight Review and Analysis 
A critical step in improving is reviewing 

flights and comparing to others

Parameters to look at include:

Average thermal strength

Percentage of time thermalling

Average speeds
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Wisdom and Judgment

“Wisdom is knowledge gained 
after we needed it”
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Balance

Minimize risk but 
be willing to take 
educated ones
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SPEED

LAND OUT



Shifting Gears
With advanced knowledge and 

judgement the pilot can shift 
down and up again as the 
conditions change.  They don’t let 
a let a section of poor conditions 
prevent them from flying fast 
later.
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Self-Evaluation of Skills
Must be able to be self-critical about your 
own strengths and weaknesses

Work on weaknesses

Take advantage of strengths
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Common Traits Among Category 
One Pilots

• Decisive

• Focused

• Confident

• Persistent

• Willing to lead

• Creative

• Analytical

• Control stress well
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The Line

It is out there some days but not all

Usually we know we crossed it after 
the fact

Often not until we are sitting in a 
field
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The Line

The point where we should have gone 
from racing mode to survival mode
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Day 1 15M

Nats Nephi 

2016 

Tour of Mars
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Day 1 15M

Nats Nephi 

2016 

Tour of Mars



The Line
 The line came when I was 

faced with penetrating an 
area of storms I couldn't see 
through. 

 Bruce Taylor from Australia 
had just called that he was 
low over unlandable terrain 
just north of me.

 Once you realize it is no 
longer a racing day, it is a get 
home if you can day.
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Taking The Long Way Home
Often it is better to deviate or even 

fly backwards to get home than push 
into bad conditions or dead air.
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75 mile glide from 
“The Line” to the 
nearest cloud.

7000 foot climb at 
800 ft/min at the 
cloud at 6:00 pm
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75 Mile Glide

160 miles on 
last leg 
starting after 
6:00 pm



Long Way Home

• Gave up 120 
points but finished 
9th out of 28.

• 400 points higher 
than landing out.

• Ended up Number 
1 in the World on 
OLC for the day.
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Memorable Quote
“Until I start losing by less than 

1% I will not worry about all the 
last details”  TT
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1 6590 7V Gimmey, Ray

2 6583 TT Taylor, Timothy

3 6287 XC Murphy, Sean

2014 15M

Nationals

7 points or 0.1% 

~ 2 min out of 

24 hours racing



Never Give Up (Persistence)

Day 9  2011 15M Nationals

Last Day of the Nationals

In 3rd Place by 104 points after 
8 days
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Never Give Up (Persistence)

Day 9 was slow starting

Task was reduced to 2:45 
which made it worth less than 
1000 points
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Start Strategy (what do you do?) 

1. Play it safe and run with a gaggle.

2. Wait until others start and use the 
slower gliders as markers.

3. Try to shadow 2nd and move up one 
place.

4. Play the rabbit and try to outrun the 
peloton. 
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Famous Last Words
“Contests are great fun.  Bigger contest are greater 

fun.  Doing well is still greater fun.  The key to 
success is really surprisingly simple.  A good ship, 
adequate instruments, consistency and 
concentration are all you need to start playing 
the game effectively.  Experience, and the 
resulting growth of judgment, make each contest 
more enjoyable and usually more successful.  
One caution: it’s easy to get hooked!”

George Moffat – Winning on the Wind
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